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NOTICE
Index of Titles and Authors in Environmental Conservation,
1974-86
Compiled by Lynn Curme
Edited by Nicholas Polunin
Foreword by Mostafa K. Tolba
Further to the Notices in recent issues of our Journal, we are now pleased toannounce that the above Index is being published forthwith by the Foundation
for Environmental Conservation and will be available from the undersigned at the
price (including surface postage) of US $30* or 45* Swiss francs from 15 June
1988. It is anticipated that most of our subscribers, at least, will wish to purchase a
copy of this Index which, with its 9,399 entries occupying 159 pages in the format
of the Journal, will approach twice the basic length of an issue but cost much
less.
Referencing, as it does, surely the vast majority of leading Authors and topics
that emerged during the formative years of the environmental-conservational
movement or 'revolution', this Index should represent a valuable tool for research
workers and a propitious guide for writers. This was borne out by our experience
during its compilation, when it already proved to be a most useful work of refer-
ence, '... altogether constituting a unique chronicle of the environmental-conser-
vational concerns of modern times' (according to the Foreword by the Executive
Director of the United Nations Environment Programme).
Furthermore, we hope (but cannot yet promise, the Index being still underpriced
and ourselves not indestructible), to send free-of-charge if possible to all purchas-
ers of this Index, at approximately two-yearly intervals henceforth, supplements to
it in each case representing a further two-years' volumes, starting with one as early
as possible in 1989 covering the years 1987 and 1988.
(MRS) LYNN CURME
Environmental Conservation
7 Chemin Taverney
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland.
* We regret the increase from the earlier-indicated 'likely' and then 'expectation' price which has been necessitated
by the Index's much greater-than-expected length, consequently increased cost of postage etc., some inflation and
currency fluctuations, and our later expectation of free supplementation at two-yearly intervals, but will of course
honour fully those who made commitments to subscribe (and even in a gratifying number of cases paid) at the
provisional prices indicated earlier. We will also honour Index subscriptions (if based on an earlier Notice) received or
postmarked by 15 June 1988, after which the above price in either currency will, unfortunately, have to prevail. —
Ed.
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